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SYNOPSIS
My mum is a witch. I know this to be a fact because: a)
She has a broomstick by the front door; b) She does spells
sometimes… It was just normal to us until things started
happening…
Rosemary’s cosy world is crumbling around her. Her mum
has finally landed an acting job and spends all her time
with her slimy co-star, her dad always seems to have a
dark cloud hanging around him; her little sister Lois, won’t
stop farting, and oh yes, Phyllis, one of the four witches
they share their house with, has disappeared through the
wall.
Meanwhile a group who call themselves the No-Laws,
are wreaking havoc across the country, and why does
everyone keep whispering about the Pendle Witches of
1612?
With the help of her windy sister and Adi, her maths
genius best friend, Rosemary sets off on a hazardous
magical journey. But can they solve the mystery of Phyllis’
disappearance and stop the No-Laws before Rosemary’s’
family is fractured for good?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 1
1. Why can’t Dad see the witches that
live with them? (ch 1)

3. What do the songs Phyllis sings tell us
about her? (p7)

2. What sort of a witch is Mum? (ch 1 and
ch 4 p29)

4. What does ‘Nonchalantly’ mean do
you think? (p5) Can you work it out
based on the context it’s used in?

CHAPTER 2
1. How does being out of work make
Mum feel and why?
2. What are the colours that Rosemary
sees, what do they symbolise do you
think? What colours do you think you

would have around you?
3. Why doesn’t Dad join in with the
dancing and how is the fridge magnet
used, what is its purpose do you think?

CHAPTER 3
1. What is Mum’s wish list do you think
and why is Rosemary scared by it?
(p14)
2. Why has Sarah-Jane’s mum gone into
hospital and why is Rosemary worried

about this? What sort of illness does
she have?
3. Why are the children anxious
about Mum’s audition and possible
subsequent work? (p32/33)

CHAPTER 4
1. Where have Mum and Uncle Vic gone
do you think? (p20)

2. What do you think the five- pointed
star symbolises? (p66)

CHAPTER 5
1. We meet Adi for the first time, describe
him. (p27)
2. What does the sentence, ‘he’s the

maths equivalent of what Jojo Siwa is
to girls’ hair accessories’ mean? (p27)
3. What is a ‘wiccan’? (p 30)
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CHAPTER 6
1. What does a lack of gravity indicate?
(p37)
2. How do the events of this chapter
make you feel, the chaos, the

business, the row mum and dad have?
Do they help build up the tension until
the crescendo with the information
Lois gives Rosie?

CHAPTER 7
1. Describe Aradia, what is her job?

2. What do the colours Rosie sees around
her parents today indicate? (p48/9)

CHAPTER 8
1. What does BUTBUM (AW) stand for and
BIWIT? (p55/76) What do you think the

five-pointed star symbolises? (p66)

CHAPTER 9
1. Try doing the magical maths trick Adi

does on Aradia. (It really works!)

CHAPTER 10
1. Discuss Jonathan’s pinnies and their
various slogans. What do they tell us
about him? (p69/115/156/173/246/258)
Can you make up some slogans you
might wear on an item of clothing?

2. What do we learn about the four
witches here? What is their job? (See
Question 20.)

CHAPTER 11
1. Rosemary sees Mal Vine in a dream.
(p79) Should she trust him? If not then
why?

2. What does Rosemary say to convince
Adi to go back through the wall
again?

CHAPTER 12
1. What kinds of bad things has Mal Vine
been doing and why? (p86)
2. Explain what a wormhole is. (p87)

3. What kind of person is Marcus and why
don’t the girls like him? (p88)
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CHAPTER 13
1. What were the Pendle Hill witch
trials? And why did Mr Foggerty put
a member of the No Laws on top of

Pendle Hill with a note saying ‘Harm ye
none’ tied to them? (p99)

CHAPTER 14
1. Hecate is the goddess of the
crossroads. Can you research her and

see if you agree with the description in
the book?

CHAPTER 15
1. Why are Rosemary’s parents arguing?
What do you think is wrong with her
dad? (p120) And what does the arrival
of the black shadow signify? (p122)

2. What do you think is the significance
of the letter Rosemary finds in Mum’s
bag?(p123)

CHAPTER 16
1. Why is Rosemary upset that her Dad
has drunk the wrong Gin and Tonic?

(p134) What will be the consequences
of this? (p175)

CHAPTER 17
1. Why does Rosemary think going to
Dancing Divas will help her Dad?
(p140)

2. What does Rosemary think is the root/
cause of her dad’s depression? (p142)

CHAPTER 18
1. Who is THE STRANGER? (p150)

CHAPTER 19
1. Explain why energy raising is so
important when trying to cast a spell.

(p152)

CHAPTER 20
1. What is the significance of the pins?
(p166)

2. Who is Mal Vine related to and how
does he fit in to the puzzle, what does
he want and why? (p175)
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CHAPTER 21
1. Why does Rosie get so angry with her

Dad? (p184)

CHAPTER 22
1. How do they get into the wormhole?
(p194) and what happens when Rosie

lights the candle? What were the
candles meant for? (p197/202)

CHAPTER 23
1. Can you explain what happened
exactly with Alizon Device and John
Law the pedlar? (This was how the
pendle witch hunt began) (p209)
2. Discuss the relevance of Adi’s saying

‘you do not stumble over a mountain,
but you do a stone’ to the situation
between Phyllis and her brother and
the past feud between the opposing
families. (p213)

CHAPTER 24
1. Make up some jokes to cheer up your

friends.

CHAPTER 26
1. Rosemary and her mum have a row
on p 238, how do they make up and

what important things does Rosemary
learn here?

CHAPTER 27
1. What has happened to Aradia? What
does moonlighting mean? (p250)

2. What is the significance of the eclipse?
(p256)

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
•
How is your mood today? Choose a song which
describes your mood today and play it to class.
•
A long-standing family feud is at the root of the
Pendle Witch Trials, which continues with Phyllis and her
brother. Can you think of ways in which this might have
been resolved?
•
The book looks at the subject of time travel, and
how the witches try to move forward and back in time
to prevent various things from happening. How could this
be a good thing to do and how could it be a bad thing?
What things would you have to take into consideration?
(Free will etc) (p215/215)
•
Discuss the music of Queen elements in the book.
How do the songs add to the atmosphere/story? (‘Don’t
stop me now’ at energy raising, ‘It’s a kind of magic’ at
Dancing Divas.

